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Background: Understanding Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb) intra-host evolution of drug resistance is important for successful 
drug-resistant tuberculosis (DR-TB) treatment and control strategies. This study aimed to characterise the acquisition of genetic 
mutations and low-frequency variants associated with treatment-emergent Mtb drug resistance in longitudinally profiled clinical 
isolates from patients who experienced DR-TB treatment failure.
Patients and Methods: We performed deep Whole Genome Sequencing on 23 clinical isolates obtained longitudinally across nine 
timepoints from five patients who experienced DR-TB treatment failure enrolled in the CAPRISA 020 InDEX study. The minimum 
inhibitory concentrations (MICs) were established on the BACTEC™ MGIT 960™ instrument on 15/23 longitudinal clinical isolates 
for eight anti-TB drugs (rifampicin, isoniazid, ethambutol, levofloxacin, moxifloxacin, linezolid, clofazimine, bedaquiline).
Results: In total, 22 resistance associated mutations/variants were detected. We observed four treatment-emergent mutations in two 
out of the five patients. Emerging resistance to the fluoroquinolones was associated with 16- and 64-fold elevated levofloxacin (2– 
8 mg/L) and moxifloxacin (1–2 mg/L) MICs, respectively, resulting from the D94G/N and A90V variants in the gyrA gene. We 
identified two novel mutations associated with elevated bedaquiline MICs (>66-fold): an emerging frameshift variant (D165) on the 
Rv0678 gene and R409Q variant on the Rv1979c gene present from baseline.
Conclusion: Genotypic and phenotypic resistance to the fluoroquinolones and bedaquiline was acquired in two out of five patients 
who experienced DR-TB treatment failure. Deep sequencing of multiple longitudinal clinical isolates for resistance-associated 
mutations coupled with phenotypic MIC testing confirmed intra-host Mtb evolution.
Keywords: tuberculosis, phenotypic resistance, drug resistance acquisition, whole genome sequencing, emerging mutations, 
bedaquiline

Introduction
Drug resistance in TB (DR-TB) is of particular importance as it represents the single largest cause of mortality due to 
antimicrobial resistance (AMR).1 It is a challenging disease, requiring complex multidrug treatment over a relatively long 
duration to achieve relapse-free cure. Treatment failure for DR-TB patients is now defined as the permanent change or 
termination of a patient’s treatment regimen due to evidence of drug resistance, lack of culture conversion, or culture 
reversion.2 In 2018, treatment failure was experienced by 35% of people with multidrug-resistant TB (MDR-TB) in 
South Africa, which is substantially higher than the global treatment failure rate of approximately 8.5%.3 Extensively 
drug-resistant TB (XDR-TB) is defined as additional resistance to at least one of the fluoroquinolones (FQs) and either 
bedaquiline (BDQ) or linezolid (LZD).2 Current phenotypic drug susceptibility testing (DST) for FQs, BDQ and LZD is 
limited and resistance is determined at only the critical concentration (CC) of drugs, as opposed to the determination of 
a range of minimum inhibitory concentrations (MICs) which are more useful for therapeutic decision-making. The 
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absence of routine molecular DST tests for BDQ and LZD presents a further challenge for the early detection and 
treatment of XDR-TB.

Several reports have demonstrated the complex and stepwise evolution of Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb), despite 
stringent adherence to a directly observed treatment (DOT) protocol, from rapidly acquired mutations among DR-TB 
patients receiving treatment.4–9 Resistance may emerge spontaneously during treatment; however, intra-host evolution of 
drug can only be successfully studied in longitudinal isolates from patients with persistently positive cultures over several 
months. Intra-host evolution in the presence of antimicrobials has been shown to be far more complex as exposure to 
antibiotics may modulate observed bacterial mutation rates in M tb. Under selective drug pressure, intra-host evolution 
may be especially consequential as emerging resistance is acquired to drugs within a limited multi-drug regimen. 
Acquired resistance to a core drug in the regimen could result in a regimen being compromised or rendered completely 
ineffective. Black et al demonstrated that a rapidly changing genetic environment contributed to evolution and diversity 
of Mtb in longitudinal isolates from two RIF mono-resistant TB cases which evolved to MDR-TB over time.10 Evolution 
of MDR-TB to XDR-TB which was observed in seven longitudinal isolates from two patients in a previous study 
resulted from the acquisition of 17 resistance-conferring mutations of varying frequencies over 32 months of treatment.11 

The evolution of drug susceptible TB to XDR-TB was documented in a single reported case.6 Stepwise acquisition of 
resistance was reported for INH, RIF, FQs, streptomycin (STR), ethionamide (ETH), amikacin (AMI) and ethambutol 
(EMB) from nine sequential isolates collected over 3.5 years.6

At the population level, while most cases of DR-TB result from transmission of resistant strains, the genesis of all 
new resistance occurs through intra-host evolution whether by spontaneous mutation or under selective drug pressure.12 

Clinical simulations with a hollow-fibre TB model suggest that intra-host evolution of resistance could occur despite 
perfect adherence due to pharmacokinetic variability alone.13 Understanding how M tb populations evolve within the 
host, and mechanisms which underpin this evolution, may allow for more robust treatment regimens and TB control 
strategies. Mtb evolution patterns remain poorly understood, partly due to the limited availability of advanced deep 
genetic sequencing techniques required to illustrate the emergence of low-frequency variants, as well as the paucity of 
longitudinal MIC data in DR-TB cohorts.

Bedaquiline is a core drug in the current treatment of DR-TB, however we have little understanding of the biological 
mechanisms driving resistance to this important drug. It is hypothesized that many dynamic low-frequency variants on 
the Rv0678 gene at baseline disappear when mutations on the atpE gene are subsequently acquired.14,15 However, other 
studies reported the emergence of Rv0678 variants amongst BDQ treated patients, resulting in >8-fold increases in BDQ 
MIC and poor treatment outcomes.16,17 An E49 frameshift variant in the Rv0678 gene with an allelic frequency of 72% at 
baseline increased to 96% after two months of treatment and was associated with an eight-fold increase in BDQ MIC.17 

Greater clarity is needed on the mutations and variants associated with BDQ resistance and their impact on phenotypic 
drug susceptibility.

Newer sequencing methods such as whole genome, targeted, and deep sequencing are increasingly used in the clinical 
setting to assess the emergence of resistance during treatment and to differentiate Mtb lineages, mixed strain infections and 
genetic heterogeneity.18–20 Higher depths of coverage allow for in-depth analyses of intra-host Mtb evolution.21–23 Thus, 
the aim of this study was to characterize the accumulation of mutations associated with Mtb drug resistance using deep 
whole genome sequencing (WGS) on clinical isolates obtained longitudinally from patients who experienced DR-TB 
treatment failure and to determine the association between these genetic mutations and the MICs against eight TB drugs.

Materials and Methods
Clinical Isolates
This sub-study was performed on stored clinical isolates obtained from patients in the CAPRISA 020 InDEX randomized 
control trial (BREC/00001887/2020, NCT03237182). Written informed consent for the storage and use of samples was 
obtained from patients at the time of enrolment into the parent InDEX study. As part of the InDEX study, clinical 
specimens underwent decontamination processing, GeneXpert MTB/RIF (Cepheid), MTBDRplus and MTBDRsl (Hain 
LifeSciences), liquid culture (BACTEC™ MGIT 960™), phenotypic DST for a selected drug panel and standard WGS. 
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Ethical approval for this sub-study was obtained from the University of KwaZulu Natal’s Biomedical Research Ethics 
Committee (BREC/00001181/2020).

For this study, we initially identified forty longitudinal clinical isolates across nine timepoints (collected between 
2017 and 2019) from six DR-TB patients within the parent InDEX study who had remained culture positive despite at 
least six months of treatment. For each patient, we selected all the available longitudinal isolates from baseline up until 
the last positive culture isolate. For each isolate, we performed culture reviving in liquid mycobacterial growth indicator 
tube (MGIT) or solid Middlebrook 7H11 agar plates (MediaMage Company Pty (LTD), Johannesburg, South Africa). 
After excluding three contaminated isolates from one patient, 23/37 isolates from five of the patients were successfully 
regrown (Figure 1). We performed deep WGS on all 23 isolates and MICs on BACTEC™ MGIT 960™ on 15/23 
longitudinal isolates at six timepoints. Patient information (demographic, medical history, HIV status, chest X-ray results, 
etc.) was extracted from electronic medical records (DFdiscover Data Management) from the CAP020 InDEX study 
database.

Culture and Purity Checks
Inoculation of isolates in MGIT and three quality control/purity checks are described in the supplementary material 
(Supplementary Methods). A susceptible strain of Mtb (H37Rv, ATCC 27294) was used as the positive control.

Minimum Inhibitory Concentrations
Fifteen longitudinal isolates, based on availability and regrowth, were sub-cultured into fresh MGIT tubes using 0.5 mL 
of the MGIT suspension (1:5 saline dilution), 0.1 mL of drug and 0.8 mL of oleic acid-albumin-dextrose-catalase 
(OADC). Most drug stock concentrations were purchased from MediaMage to obtain the following seven concentrations 
(mg/L) in MGIT (CCs recommended by WHO are bolded): INH (0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8), RIF (0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 
16), EMB (0.625, 1.25, 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 40), levofloxacin (LEVO) (0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8), moxifloxacin (MOXI) 
(0.062, 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4), LZD (0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8) and clofazimine (CFZ) (0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 
8).24,25 Bedaquiline was purchased from Adooq® (TMC-207, A12327) and nine concentrations were made up by 
MediaMage (0.0625, 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16). A positive/growth control containing no drug, MGIT suspension 
(1:100 saline dilution) and 0.8 mL OADC, was used alongside each isolate. Details on loading of MGIT tubes and MIC 
interpretations are found in the supplementary material (Supplementary Methods).

40 isolates from 6 patients

37 isolates from 5 patients

23 isolates from 5 patients 
for sequencing

15 isolates from 5 patients 
for MIC determination

3 isolates from 1 patient 
contaminated

14 non-growers

Figure 1 Study flow diagram. 
Abbreviation: MIC, minimum inhibitory concentration.
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Whole Genome Sequencing and Data Analysis
DNA was extracted from colonies of 23 isolates grown on 7H11 plates using the cetyltrimethylammonium bromide 
(CTAB) method as described in the supplementary material (Supplementary Methods). Libraries were prepared using 
MiSeq library preparation kit. Deep sequencing of ~200× depth of coverage was aimed to detect variants at <10% 
frequency on the NextSeq sequencer (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA). NextSeq 300 cycles kit was used with read 
lengths of 2×150 base pairs. Library preparation and sequencing were performed by Inqaba biotech. Raw sequencing 
data was analyzed on the CLC Genomics workbench, version 22 (Qiagen) using a TB specific pipeline including the 
Basic Variant detection tool created and supplied by Dr Camus Nimmo. Low quality reads were trimmed with a trim 
quality limit of 5% excluding the PE and PPE regions and then mapped to the H37Rv reference genome (NC_000962.3). 
Analysis was performed in parallel on TB Profiler for lineage typing. Mutations with a frequency of ≥75% were referred 
to as fixed mutations, while a mutant at any frequency was referred to as a variant.

Statistical Analysis
We performed all statistical analysis on IBM SPSS statistics version 27 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Clinical and 
demographic results were reported using mean and ranges.

Results
Patient Demographics and Treatment History
Six patients experienced treatment failure in the INDEX study and were eligible for the evaluation of intra-host evolution. 
Culture revival was successful in 23 isolates across 2–9 timepoints from 5 patients (Figure 1). All patients had micro-
biological confirmation of DR-TB diagnosis by GeneXpert, MTBDRplus and MTBDRsl, phenotypic DST on a selected 
drug panel, and routine WGS. MIC was successfully determined for 15/23 isolates. All patients experienced delayed 
culture/microbiological conversion; however, all but one patient achieved cure at study end. All five patients were HIV 
positive and had extensive bilateral disease on chest radiograph at baseline. Two of the five patients had previous history of 
TB disease and TB treatment. The mean age was 33.6 (range 23–41) years, mean weight was 55.8 (range 45.4–74.0) kg and 
mean BMI was 19.9 (range 16.1–27.5) kg/m2 (Table 1). The clinical course and treatment history for each patient are 
outlined in the supplementary material (Supplementary Clinical Course and Treatment History).

Rising Minimum Inhibitory Concentrations and Emerging Variants During Treatment
Two out of the five patients (3 and 5) developed treatment emergent FQ and BDQ resistance. The range of MICs over 
time demonstrating the development of elevated FQ and BDQ MICs during treatment are depicted in Table 2; the 
associated treatment-emergent variants are described in Table 3. Patient 3 exhibited a ≥16-fold increase in LEVO and 
MOXI MICs at month 8 due to the emergence of an A90V minor variant on the gyrA gene with 22% frequency 
(Supplementary Figure 1). Patient 5 exhibited a ≥66-fold elevation in LEVO MIC of 8 mg/L at month 7 due to the 
acquisition of two gyrA variants; the D94N and D94G variants appeared at 32.35% and 62.16% frequencies, respectively, 
at month 4, before the D94G mutation outcompeted the population by month 7 (100% frequency) (Supplementary 
Figure 2). This month 7 isolate also exhibited ≥66-fold elevation in BDQ MIC of 4 mg/L, with no effect on CFZ MIC, 
presumably due to the D165 frameshift variant on the Rv0678 gene which emerged with a frequency of 10.14% at month 
4 and increased to 84.62% by month 7. Patients 1–4 demonstrated fluctuating phenotypic susceptibility to BDQ 
throughout the duration of treatment with MICs ≤0.25 mg/L. Table 2 shows the MIC profiles of the full set of 15 
longitudinal isolates from the five DR-TB patients for eight anti-TB drugs. Table 3 shows the resistance associated 
mutations/variants detected across the 23 sequenced longitudinal isolates from the five patients.

Baseline Mutations/Variants and Minimum Inhibitory Concentrations
In total, there were 22 mutations/variants detected in all 23 longitudinal isolates (Table 3). Eighteen baseline mutations 
associated with RIF, INH, ETH, EMB, CFZ and pyrazinamide (PZA) resistance were identified. All baseline phenotypes 
bearing mutations/variants were resistant to the respective tested drugs, except for H445N mutation in rpoB for RIF 
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Table 1 Baseline Demographic and Clinical Data of the Five Patients Failing Treatment

Patient 1 Patient 2 Patient 3 Patient 4 Patient 5

Age (years) 35 30 41 23 39

Gender Male Female Male Male Female

Body Mass Index (kg/m2) 16.1 20.3 17.4 18.3 27.5

HIV status Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive

DR-TB profile MDR-TB RIF-mono-TB MDR-TB MDR-TB MDR-TB

Previous TB treatment DS-TB x 8 months in 2009 None DS-TB x 6 months in 2016 DS-TB x 6 months in 2012 None

Weight (kg) 47.8 45.4 54.3 57.4 74.0

Chest X-Ray Bilateral apical infiltrates and 

cavitation

Bilateral apical infiltrates 

and no cavitation

Predominant bilateral upper lobe 

infiltrates, no cavities

Extensive bilateral infiltrates and cavitation Bilateral apical infiltrates and no 

cavitation

Sputum smear - + + +++ +++

Culture positivity (days) 10 13 11 4 7

Week 8 culture Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive

Phenotypic 2nd line DSTa S to LEVO, KANA, MOXI, LZD, 

CAP, AMI.

S to LEVO, INH, 

KANA, MOXI, LZD.

S to KANA, MOXI. R to PZA, 

INH, EMB.

S to LEVO, MOXI (L and H), KANA, CAP, LZD, 

PAS. R to PZA, INH, EMB.

S to LEVO, KANA, MOXI, LZD, 

CAP.

MTBDRplus MTB detected, RIF R (rpoB S450L) 

and INH R (katG S315T).

MTB detected, RIF 

R (rpoB H445N), INH S.

MTB detected, RIF R (rpoB S450L) 

and INH R (katG S315T).

MTB detected, RIF R (rpoB S450L), INH low-level 

R (inhA c-15t) (ETH cross-resistance).

MTB detected, RIF R (rpoB 

H445D) INH R (katG S315T).

MTBDRsl S to FQ and R to inj. S to FQ and R to inj. S to FQ and R to inj. S to FQ and R to inj. S to FQ and R to inj.

Treatment outcome Treatment failure Treatment failure Treatment failure Treatment failure Treatment failure

Final treatment outcome Cure Cure Cure Treatment failure Cure

Routine WGS coverage (%), gene 

mutations, and frequency (%)b
Not Donec Not Donec 60%. katG S315T, rpoB S450T, 

embB G406A, pncA D126E.

60%. inhA promoter c-15t, rpoB S450L, embB 

Q497R, pncA A102V, rpsL K88R, gyrA L105R.

Not Donec

Regimen Standard long regimen Standard short regimen Standard short regimen Standard short regimen Standard short regimen

Revised regimen/s Short BDQ regimen Short BDQ regimen Short BDQ regimen Short BDQ regimen Short BDQ regimen

Regimen changes Stopped: INH, KANA, MOXI 

Added: LZD, PAS, CFZ, LEVO, 

BDQ

Stopped: KANA, MOXI, 

ETH 

Added: BDQ, LEVO, 

LZD, TERI, PAS

Stopped: INH, EMB, PZA 

Added: DLM, IMI, TERI, LZD, PAS

Stopped: ETH, EMB 

Added: TERI

Stopped: KANA, MOXI, INH, 

ETH, LEVO 

Added: BDQ, LEVO, CAP, LZD, 

TERI, PAS

Notes: aDST concentrations tested in MGIT: Capreomycin (2.5 mg/L); Levofloxacin (1.5 mg/L); Linezolid (1.0 mg/L); Moxifloxacin (0.5 and 2.0 mg/L); Bedaquiline (1.0 mg/L); Clofazimine (1.0 mg/L); Isoniazid (0.1 and 0.4 mg/L). 
bFrequency for all mutations were 100%. cRoutine WGS in the InDEX study was only performed for randomly selected patients. 
Abbreviations: AMI, Amikacin; BDQ, Bedaquiline; CAP, Capreomycin; CFZ, Clofazimine; CS, Cycloserine; DLM, Delamanid; DST, Drug susceptibility testing; DS-TB, Drug-susceptible tuberculosis; DR-TB, drug-resistant tuberculosis; 
EMB, Ethambutol; ETH, Ethionamide; FQs, Fluoroquinolones; IMI, Imipenem; INH, Isoniazid; Inj, Injectables; KANA, Kanamycin; LEVO, Levofloxacin; LZD, Linezolid; MOXI (L), Moxifloxacin low dose; MDR-TB, Multi-drug resistant 
tuberculosis; MGIT, Mycobacterial Growth Indicator Tube; MTB, Mycobacterium tuberculosis; PAS, p-aminosalicylic acid; PZA, Pyrazinamide; R, Resistant; RIF, Rifampicin; RIF-mono-TB, Rifampicin mono-resistant tuberculosis; S, 
Susceptible; TERI, Terizidone; TB, Tuberculosis; WGS, Whole Genome Sequencing.
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(patient 2) and R409Q mutation in Rv1979c for CFZ (patient 5) which were susceptible (Table 2 and Supplementary 
Discordant Results). Additionally, phenotypic resistance to E173fs mutation in pncA for PZA resistance was not 
confirmed since MICs for PZA were not conducted. Each isolate’s mutations and frequencies are discussed in the 
supplementary material. No mutations were found in genes involved in resistance to AMI, LZD, capreomycin (CAP), 
p-aminosalicylic acid and cycloserine. Results of lineage typing, median depths of coverage, and the phylogenetic tree 

Table 2 MIC (Mg/L) Profiles of 15 Isolates Obtained from Five DR-TB Patients Longitudinally Against Eight Anti-TB Drugs. Number in 
Brackets Denotes the CC (Mg/L) of the Drug in MGIT as Recommended by WHO

Patient 
No.

Month RIF (mg/L) 
(0.5)

INH (mg/L) 
(1.0)

EMB (mg/L) 
(5.0)

LEVO (mg/L) 
(1.0)

MOXI (mg/L) 
(0.25)

LZD (mg/L) 
(1.0)

CFZ (mg/L) 
(1.0)

BDQ (mg/L) 
(1.0)

1 Baseline > 16 ≤ 0.12 1.25 ≤ 0.12 ≤ 0.06 ≤ 0.12 0.5 0.25

6 > 16 ≤ 0.12 1.25 ≤ 0.12 ≤ 0.06 ≤ 0.12 0.5 ≤ 0.06

8 > 16 ≤ 0.12 1.25 ≤ 0.12 ≤ 0.06 ≤ 0.12 0.5 ≤ 0.06

12 > 16 ≤ 0.12 1.25 ≤ 0.12 ≤ 0.06 ≤ 0.12 0.5 0.12

2 Baseline 0.25 ≤ 0.12 1.25 ≤ 0.12 0.12 ≤ 0.12 0.5 0.25

2 ≤ 0.25 ≤ 0.12 1.25 ≤ 0.12 ≤ 0.06 ≤ 0.12 ≤ 0.12 ≤ 0.06

6 ≤ 0.25 ≤ 0.12 ≤ 0.6 ≤ 0.12 ≤ 0.06 ≤ 0.12 0.5 0.25

3 Baseline > 16 4 20 ≤ 0.12 0.12 ≤ 0.12 0.5 0.25

2 > 16 > 8 10 ≤ 0.12 0.12 ≤ 0.12 ≤ 0.12 0.5

6 > 16 1 10 ≤ 0.12 0.12 0.5 0.5 0.5

8 > 16 4 20 2 2 ≤ 0.12 0.25 0.12

4 Baseline > 16 > 8 20 ≤ 0.12 0.25 ≤ 0.12 0.5 0.5

2 > 16 > 8 20 ≤ 0.12 0.12 ≤ 0.12 0.25 0.25

5 Baseline > 16 > 8 10 ≤ 0.12 ≤ 0.06 ≤ 0.12 ≤ 0.12 ≤ 0.06

7 > 16 > 8 10 8 1 0.5 0.5 4

Abbreviations: BDQ, Bedaquiline; CFZ, Clofazimine; CC, critical concentration; DR-TB, drug-resistant tuberculosis; EMB, Ethambutol; INH, Isoniazid; LEVO, Levofloxacin; 
LZD, Linezolid; MGIT, mycobacterial growth indicator tube; MIC, minimum inhibitory concentration; MOXI, Moxifloxacin; RIF, Rifampicin.

Table 3 Resistance Associated Mutations/Variants in the Respective Genes Involved in Resistance Towards RIF, INH, ETH, EMB, PZA, 
STR, FQs, BDQ and CFZ for 23 Samples from Five DR-TB Patients. Number in Brackets Indicates the Variant/Mutation Frequency (%)

Patient Month RIF INH INH and 

ETH

ETH EMB PZA STR FQ BDQ 

and CFZ

CFZ

rpoB katG inhA ethA embB embA pncA rpsL gyrA Rv0678 Rv1979c

1 Baseline Q436del 

(100%)

6 Q436del 

(100%)

7 Q436del 

(100%)

8 Q436del 

(100%)

12 Q436del 

(100%)

(Continued)
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are discussed in the supplementary material (Supplementary Genotypic Profiles, Supplementary Table 1, and 
Supplementary Figure 3).

Discussion
We examined the dynamics of intra-host Mtb populations in relation to successive changes in drug resistance profiles 
from longitudinal isolates obtained from the same patient. In this study, we report on 22 resistance associated mutations/ 
variants from five patients who experienced failing DR-TB treatment, in whom 18 baseline mutations conferred 

Table 3 (Continued). 

Patient Month RIF INH INH and 

ETH

ETH EMB PZA STR FQ BDQ 

and CFZ

CFZ

rpoB katG inhA ethA embB embA pncA rpsL gyrA Rv0678 Rv1979c

2 Baseline H445N 

(100%)

1 H445N 

(100%)

2 H445N 

(100%)

3 H445N 

(100%)

6 H445N 

(100%)

3 Baseline S450L 

(100%)

S315T 

(100%)

G406A 

(100%)

74C>T, −12C>T, 

−3293C>T (96.6%)

1 S450L 

(100%)

S315T 

(100%)

G406A 

(100%)

74C>T, −12C>T, 

−3293C>T (100%)

2 S450L 

(100%)

S315T 

(100%)

G406A 

(100%)

74C>T, −12C>T, 

−3293C>T (100%)

3 S450L 

(97.67%)

S315T 

(100%)

G406A 

(100%)

74C>T, −12C>T, 

−3293C>T (100%)

6 S450L 

(93.33%)

S315T 

(100%)

G406A 

(100%)

74C>T, −12C>T, 

−3293C>T (100%)

7 S450L 

(100%)

S315T 

(100%)

G406A 

(100%)

74C>T, −12C>T, 

−3293C>T (100%)

8 S450L 

(100%)

S315T 

(100%)

G406A 

(100%)

74C>T, −12C>T, 

−3293C>T (100%)

A90V (22%)a

4 Baseline

2 S450L 

(100%)

I21T (100%) Q497R 

(100%)

K88R 

(100%)

4 S450L 

(100%)

I21T (100%) Q497R 

(100%)

K88R 

(100%)

5 Baseline D435V 

(100%)

S315T 

(100%)

A381P 

(97.92%)

M306I 

(100%)

E173fs 

(93.62%)

R409Q 

(98.86%)

4 D435V 

(100%)

S315T 

(100%)

A381P 

(100%)

M306I 

(100%)

E173fs 

(95.75%)

D94N (32.35%)a, 

D94G (62.16%)a
D165fs 

(10.14%)a
R409Q 

(100%)

7 D435V 

(100%)

S315T 

(100%)

A381P 

(100%)

M306I 

(100%)

E173fs 

(98.07%)

D94G (100%) D165fs 

(84.62%)

R409Q 

(100%)

Note: aEmerging variant.
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resistance to RIF, INH, ETH, EMB, PZA and CFZ. By characterizing their longitudinal isolates, emerging genotypic and 
phenotypic resistance was demonstrated in two of the five patients during treatment. There was no evidence of 
reinfection with another strain at any timepoint, therefore drug resistance was solely due to the in vivo acquisition of 
resistance within the host. Thus, it is highly likely that ineffective sterilization and inadequate drug pressure contributed 
to the evolution of resistance.

Emerging Resistance
Emerging resistance was detected towards FQs and BDQ in two of the five MDR-TB patients who experienced treatment 
failure. The FQs are the most vulnerable to acquired resistance and the accompanying risk of treatment failure. FQs are 
commonly used to treat a range of common bacterial infections, therefore previous exposure and pre-treatment resistance 
are likely and not always established at the time of diagnosis and treatment selection. The emerging gyrA variants 
detected in our study, A90V and D94G/N, are among the most frequently occurring mutations associated with FQ 
resistance globally and in South Africa.26 As observed in our study, the A90V and D94G/N mutations are associated with 
low and high levels of phenotypic resistance, respectively.27–29 Several studies have also shown these gyrA variants to 
emerge during treatment and to be associated with treatment failure.7,9,30,31 In this study, we report on clonal interference 
between the D94G and D94N variants in patient 5 at month 4 with frequencies of 62.16% and 32.35%, respectively, until 
month 7 when only the D94G variant was present at 100% frequency and dominated the population (Figure 2). While 
treatment failure was already reported clinically and microbiologically at month 6 for patient 3, we did not detect 
resistance acquisition genotypically and phenotypically until month 8. A possible explanation for this was our inability to 
detect low-frequency variants due to our low sequencing depth.

Resistance to Bedaquiline
Two longitudinal isolates from one patient harboured Rv0678 and Rv1979c variants. The Rv1979c gene is implicated in 
CFZ resistance only, while the Rv0678 gene is involved in cross-resistance between BDQ and CFZ.16,32,33 The Rv0678 
gene is implicated in drug efflux out of the Mtb cell, raising the MICs of many drugs.34 In patient 5, the emerging 
frameshift variant on the Rv0678 gene (D165) has not been previously reported to our knowledge, therefore its 
association with resistance is unknown. Since only BDQ MIC was elevated and not CFZ, this variant may be 
a phylogenetic marker and requires further investigation (Figure 2). The R409Q SNP in the Rv1979c gene was 
recently found in 30 different patient isolate strains from the CRyPTIC consortium unpublished dataset, and was 
shown to be associated with phenotypic resistance to BDQ (MIC = 0.25–0.5 mg/L) and borderline susceptibility to 

Figure 2 Emerging resistance over time (months) in patient 5 demonstrated by gyrA and Rv0678 variants (%) on the secondary y axis (triangles, dotted lines) and the 
associated elevated MICs (mg/L) for the fluoroquinolones, bedaquiline and clofazimine on the primary y axis (circles, straight lines), respectively. 
Abbreviations: BDQ, bedaquiline; CFZ, clofazimine; fs, frameshift; LEVO, levofloxacin; MIC, Minimum inhibitory concentration; MOXI, moxifloxacin.
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CFZ (MIC = 0.06–0.5 mg/L) using the UKMYC5/6 method (CC of 0.25 mg/L for BDQ and CFZ).35 Mutations in the 
Rv1979c gene have thus far only been implicated in CFZ resistance and not BDQ resistance, possibly indicating 
another cross-resistance mechanism between BDQ and CFZ along this gene.36 Frameshift mutations inhibit the 
repressor activity of Rv0678 leading to the overexpression of efflux pump activity, cause dramatic structural and 
functional changes of the protein, and ultimately elevated MICs and phenotypic resistance to BDQ.15,37 Elevated BDQ 
MIC at month 7, when both these mutations became fixed, may be evidence that these novel mutations have a direct 
phenotypic impact on BDQ. However, other studies reported that DR-TB clinical isolates with elevated BDQ MICs 
harboured no mutations in the atpE, Rv0678 or pepQ genes.38,39 This implies other genetic or host-related factors may 
be involved in BDQ resistance. The lack of an increased CFZ MIC despite both Rv0678 and Rv1979c mutations, is 
surprising. Our finding was in contrast to other studies, which found complete cross-resistance on the Rv0678 gene 
between BDQ and CFZ.14,33,37,40–43 However, recent unpublished data from the CRyPTIC consortium revealed 25 
BDQ resistant isolates with Rv0678 mutations were also not cross-resistant to CFZ, challenging previous 
conclusions.35 We do not fully understand the mechanistic interaction of BDQ with Mtb. A recent systematic review 
revealed the difficulty in finding an association or correlation of genotypic and phenotypic resistance for BDQ.43 This 
challenges any developments in molecular drug susceptibility tests and complicates the detection of resistance to this 
core drug used for treating DR-TB. Bedaquiline’s mechanism of action in various Mtb metabolic states necessitates 
further in vivo and host interaction studies.

Limitations
Limitations of this study were that many longitudinal isolates of patients did not grow, possibly due to the long period of 
storage resulting in the organisms dying or remaining in a dormant state. Consequently, the intermediate phenotype and 
genotype could not be analysed between every timepoint, and the small sample size limited statistical comparisons. To 
detect patients with treatment failure, we surveyed 160 participants on DR-TB treatment with monthly sputum cultures. 
In our study, we found only five patients who remained culture positive at month six, and for whom longitudinal isolate 
evolution could be assessed. Intra-host evolution is uncommon and can only be studied in patients with persistently 
positive cultures over several months, usually on treatment. Although our sample size was relatively small, we evaluated 
all patients who remained culture positive at month six within a highly characterised relatively large DR-TB randomised 
controlled trial cohort. Phenotypic resistance against the drugs PZA, ETH and the injectable agents were not determined 
due to unavailability of a MGIT DST carrier during the COVID-19 pandemic for PZA, inability to detect the relatively 
small MIC changes associated with thioamide resistance with thermolabile drugs, and the injectable agents could not be 
accessed since these are no longer included in current standard treatment regimens. We were also not able to perform 
MIC replicates due to the large number of drugs we evaluated, and the high costs and infrastructure requirements 
associated with such testing. However, we used validated laboratory methods with stringent standard operating protocols 
within a well-established laboratory.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we observed emerging genotypic and phenotypic resistance towards the FQs and BDQ in two out of five 
patients experiencing DR-TB treatment failure. The association between baseline ETH, PZA and EMB resistance and the 
acquisition of FQ resistance during treatment needs to be explored using data from larger cohorts. We found that 
combining deep sequencing with multiple longitudinal isolates from the same patient enabled us to study the dynamic 
changes of intra-host evolution of Mtb in patients who experienced DR-TB treatment failure.

Improving our understanding of the relationship between phenotypic and genotypic resistance to BDQ is essential for 
defining clinical breakpoints. Phenotypic resistance testing for new drugs like BDQ, CFZ, LZD and pretomanid (PRT) 
should be routinely implemented to characterize the level of in vivo resistance in a way that genotypic assays cannot yet 
determine. Novel short-course regimens such as BPaL (BDQ, PRT and LZD), BPaLM (BDQ, PRT, LZD and MOXI) and 
BPaMZ (BDQ, PRT, MOXI and PZA) contain a relatively small number of effective drugs, thus resistance to just one or 
more drugs can have a detrimental impact on clinical outcomes. Early identification of intra-host drug-resistance 
evolution may be important for guiding treatment and informing public health strategies for TB control.
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